Key to Symbols, Word Allowables, and Codes
Used in Gas Supplements, Stripouts, Schedules, and Ledgers

SYMBOLS

@ Used prior to 11-1-94

R A revised allowable assigned to a gas well when the reported production in the current production month is in excess of the limited (#) allowable and cumulative underage but less than top allowable and includes revision due to prior accumulated average.

N Administrative Special Allowable
1) Well with deliverability, capability, and six consecutive months of 100 MCF per day or less.
2) Well with deliverability capability and six consecutive months of 250 MCF per day or less in a prorated field without special field rules.
3) A well in a prorated field whose average monthly production during the last six consecutive months falls below the cutoff percentage of the well's top allowable averaged over the 6 month period. Receives Special K-2 designation.

O Allowable assigned when the market for a prorated field was set to zero "O". A zero "O" allowable well can produce in accordance with the balancing provision in SWR 31(i)(5).

S Indicates a special allowable (monthly) has been granted by Commission action through notice and hearing (priority 2).

OW Indicates that the well has been placed on schedule with allowable withheld pending receipt of additional route forms.

WORD ALLOWABLES

SI MULT Inactive side of multiple completion.

SEALED A well that has seals placed on it at the operator's request, or by Commission action.

DLQ G-10 Gas Well Status Report (Form G-10) is delinquent. Report must be filed to reinstate allowable.

INC G-10 Incomplete Gas Well Status Report (Form G-10) that lacks required data.

DLQ H-10 Annual Disposal/Injection Well Monitoring Report (Form H-10) is delinquent.

DLQ H10H Annual Well Monitoring Report, Underground Storage in Salt Formations (Form H-10H) is delinquent.

SHUT-INS A shut-in well that has the shut-in wellhead pressure (PSIA) reported on Form G-10.

TA A temporarily abandoned well with no shut-in wellhead pressure (PSIA) on Form G-10 or with O volume on Form H-10 for injection wells.

PARTL PLG Indicates that the zone has been improperly plugged but is not capable of producing. Zone must be plugged in compliance with SWR 14(c) before it can be removed from schedule.

OBA Abandoned well. This allowable code is assigned by a gas well allowable supplement only to remove a well from schedule that has been plugged and abandoned or worked over to another pay zone or reclassified.

OZ Well not eligible for an allowable. Serious condition exists and must be corrected with the Commission.

A Special daily allowable, granted by Commission action, which will allow underage to be carried forward.

Q Used prior to 7-1-92.

L Used prior to 7-1-92.

U Used prior to 7-1-92.

O$ Temporarily abandoned well with 14(b)(2) exception or inactive side of multiple completion.

# Allowables are set at capability times calendar days.

OI Injection well.

C Well allowed to cycle gas under special order (Form G-S required).

X Allowable assigned to wells in fields with suspended allocation formula (100% AOF), salvage fields and storage fields.

TEST CODES

X Appears beside wellhead pressure when an exception has been granted.

E Appears beside deliverability when a well has been exempted from testing.

TE Temporary exception to G-10 survey tests for wells added to schedule after the survey is printed and before it becomes effective.

U Appears beside deliverability when G-10 rate has been lowered to match G-1 potential (AOF) rate.

$ Appears beside deliverability when decreased by operator request.